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Abstra t
Network management for multi ast traÆ has be ome a key to the ontinued deployment of
multi ast in the Internet. The la k of usable management tools is believed to be one of the barriers to any substantial use of multi ast in produ tion Internet servi es. Be ause multi ast is a
relatively new servi e, management tools either do not exist; do not provide the right fun tions;
or are too hard to use. As a result, there is a real need to develop new multi ast management
solutions. In this paper we propose a new proto ol that provides me hanisms to a tively manage
and monitor multi ast rea hability and path quality. Our proposed proto ol, alled the Multiast Rea hability Monitor (MRM), an be used to send, re eive, and olle t statisti s about a
multi ast stream. This information an then be presented using novel visualization te hniques.
The ultimate goal is to identify problems before they happen, as they are happening, and/or
to assist in troubleshooting e orts. From this perspe tive, MRM is designed to be used as a
building blo k for an integrated multi ast network management tool set. In des ribing MRM,
we start by de ning some important hara teristi s of a multi ast management system. We
also des ribe the MRM proto ol omponents. After dis ussing likely management s enarios, we
nish by des ribing the state of the MRM proto ol and ompare it to other available network
management platforms.

1

Introdu tion

Management of multi ast traÆ has be ome a key te hni al barrier to the further deployment of
multi ast in the Internet. The la k of usable management tools is being listed among the reasons
why there has not been more rapid deployment and use of multi ast[1℄. For sake of ompleteness,
other barriers that have been listed in lude the relative instability of multi ast routing proto ols,
the la k of substantive experien e among network engineers, and the \ hi ken-and-egg" problem
of needing a true \killer appli ation". However, as most of these are not te hni al problems but
administrative and deployment issues, they are less interesting to resear hers. Furthermore, in
many ases time will solve these problems. There are now several ompanies who are developing
a wide variety of Internet servi es on top of multi ast ommuni ation. The fo us of our work is
to develop te hniques to support the robust deployment of multi ast through multi ast- apable
network management te hniques and tools.
Be ause multi ast is a relatively new servi e in the history of networking, many of the existing
tools have been developed spe i ally to assist with debugging new proto ols. This has impa ted
the existing te hniques and tools in a number of ways. These in lude:
 Those who have developed tools have only fo used on support for very spe i

proto ol
fun tions. Instead of fo using on tools that support traditional network management servi es
like fault isolation and dete tion, tools help experts on gure networks and verify proto ol
operation.

 When Network Operations Center (NOC) personnel attempt to use the few existing tools,

they nd them hard to use and insuÆ ient for traditional network management. The reason
is not be ause gathering statisti s is a parti ularly diÆ ult task, but more be ause the data
that is olle ted is diÆ ult to analyze.

 For multi ast, like any new te hnology, there exists a la k of widespread understanding and

expertise. NOC personnel tend to have a broad range of knowledge instead of expertise
in a few areas. As a result, managing multi ast traÆ requires ne essary me hanisms to
provide support for management fun tions and it requires easy-to-understand and easy-touse management tools implemented on top of these me hanisms.

From a management point-of-view, su essfully deploying multi ast requires the ability to have
on den e that the network is working in a orre t and predi table manner. This requires me ha2

nisms to monitor and verify su essful multi ast data transmission within and between multi astenabled domains. Currently available management tools are not able to perform this rea hability
monitoring task in a s alable way[2℄. There is a need for a monitoring system for multi ast rea hability both in intra-domain and inter-domain environments. While there are obviously a number
of management issues, multi ast rea hability is the fo us of this paper.
In this paper, we propose a new proto ol to monitor multi ast rea hability within and between
multi ast-enabled domains. Our proposed proto ol, alled the Multi ast Rea hability Monitor
(MRM) proto ol, o ers a new paradigm for olle ting data about the availability and quality of
multi ast traÆ arried in a network. MRM fa ilitates multi ast network management by providing
an underlying olle tion me hanism for data ne essary to provision network management. More
spe i ally, MRM provides network managers with a me hanism to run multi ast test sessions
between network devi es and olle t various statisti s about data quality as seen by re eivers.
Moreover, its design enables MRM to be used in onjun tion with other available management
tools. From this perspe tive, the MRM proto ol an be used as a building blo k for an integrated
multi ast network management tool set. An important omponent of our work is satisfying the
\suÆ ient and ne essary" ondition for a new proto ol. We show that other urrent multi ast
management solutions do not provide ne essary fun tionality and that MRM is suÆ ient to meet
our obje tives for a new management proto ol.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 presents requirements for monitoring rea hability in a multi ast network. Se tion 3 des ribes the MRM proto ol in detail. Se tion
4 dis usses possible s enarios for MRM use. Se tion 5 ompares MRM with some other related
work. The paper is on luded in Se tion 6.
2

Issues in Monitoring Multi ast Rea hability

While our fo us in this paper is on rea hability as an instan e of a management fun tion, we
believe it is ne essary to omment generally on management. Be ause rea hability monitoring will
3

be ondu ted in parallel with other management fun tions, support for rea hability monitoring
should use similar me hanisms and provide a onsistent interfa e.
In general, the goal of network management is to organize and highlight relevant information
about the network in luding topologies, on gurations, data ow, performan e statisti s, and
pe ially

es-

anomalies. This allows people without in-depth knowledge of a network's on guration to

(1) monitor its operation, (2) easily identify problems when they o ur, and (3) solve problems
based on the availability and presentation of relevant information.
Two types of management are relevant to our work: within an enterprise (intra-domain), and
inter-domain. Under ideal ir umstan es, management fun tions for an enterprise network should
be or hestrated from a NOC. The NOC provides a entralized fa ility to re eive, pro ess, and
display network status information. Even in the inter-domain ase, monitoring and management
fun tions will be somewhat entralized. Data olle tion and analysis are typi ally oordinated at
a single site. However, any orre tive measures will likely be distributed, i.e. performed at remote
sites. Spe i ally, problems will be xed by personnel in the domain in whi h the problem has
o urred.
With this perspe tive in mind, we now turn our attention to developing a high-level set of requirements for a management system. Again, our goal is to spe i ally deal only with rea hability.
However, we also onsider how it might be used to support other management operations. We
then des ribe MRM, and ompare it to other existing solutions like the Simple Network Management Proto ol (SNMP), et . In our opinion, some of the important requirements for a multi ast
rea hability monitoring ar hite ture in lude the following:
 Intra- vs Inter-Domain Support: A multi ast rea hability monitoring system should

support both intra-domain and inter-domain monitoring. The two di erent s ales have potentially di erent fun tional requirements. For example, a ess to network devi es in the
intra-domain is typi ally unlimited and devi es are under the ontrol of the NOC. Management personnel will not only have full a ess to all devi es but they will also be expe ted to
solve problems by hanging parameters or on gurations.
Rea hability monitoring in the inter-domain is based on mu h more limited a ess to devi es.
In some ases, a ess may be so limited that devi es in the network annot be used for
monitoring and only end hosts are available. As we will see, the potentially restri ted a ess
4

to information drives other requirements for the rea hability monitoring ar hite ture. In
any ase, the information that is made available an be very useful for on rming (a) that
problems do exist, and (b) that problems are lo ated in a remote domain. Rea hability
monitoring is a management fun tion well suited for the inter-domain be ause it requires less
detailed information from onne ted domains.
 S alability: S alability requires ar hite ture bottlene ks{e.g. omplexity, message overhead,

pro essing, et .{to in rease sub-linearly with (a) the number of monitoring devi es, and (b)
the overall size of the network. A multi ast rea hability monitoring system should adopt
me hanisms to prevent unne essary traÆ on the network and ex essive pro essing load on the
management station and on the parti ipating nodes. One parti ularly important s alability
hara teristi any monitoring system should have is the ability to ontrol report implosion.
Implosion o urs when a entralized olle tion site is used and the system supports \alarms",
i.e. asyn hronous reports of error onditions. For example, while monitoring rea hability in a
multi ast tree, a failure of a riti al link lose to the sour e would likely ause many re eivers
to generate reports. Too many reports would ause implosion or at least ex essive load at
the olle tion site.

 Se urity: Se urity is another important issue in rea hability monitoring systems. There

is a set of requirements ommon to intra-domain and inter-domain systems alike, but there
are also additional issues for inter-domain monitoring. Network devi es used in intra-domain
rea hability monitoring tests are usually produ tion omponents and should only be a essed
in a ontrolled manner by authorized personnel. These devi es an usually be on gured
to a ept onne tions and/or servi e requests from management sites only. Communi ation
between management sites and these devi es should be en rypted and/or authenti ated to
prevent mali ious atta ks. For the inter-domain ase, the potential for atta ks is mu h greater.
In addition, se urity me hanisms need to be used to ontrol how one domain uses devi es in
another domain. Even NOC personnel who are open to ooperation will want tight ontrol
over what kinds of tests lo al devi es are requested to perform or parti ipate in.
Sin e we have made a distin tion between in-the-network devi es and end hosts, it is worth
noting that there are di erent se urity requirements for these two lasses of devi es. Both
should have me hanisms in pla e to limit a ess by using a ess ontrol lists. Furthermore,
end hosts used in inter-domain rea hability monitoring tests should be prote ted against
ex essive monitoring workloads. One distin tion between in-the-network devi es is that end
hosts may be set up by normal users (in luding resear hers) and NOC personnel may not
need to be involved. In addition, signi antly more pro essing power and exibility may be
a hieved with end hosts.

 Extensibility: Extensibility deals with the issue of a system's ability to support the olle tion

of new sets of data. SNMP o ers a good model. The proto ol does not spe ify what is olle ted
but rather spe i es how data is olle ted. Additional spe i ations, alled Management
Information Bases (MIBs)[3℄, give standards for what kinds of data is olle ted and how it is
organized. Similarly, rea hability monitoring systems should support olle tion of additional
data sets and they should support using new test data formats where possible.

 Devi e Flexibility: As brie y mentioned earlier, the rea hability monitoring system should

support data transmission and re eption fun tionality in di erent types of devi es. Again,
SNMP o ers a good model to follow. SNMP support is provided in almost all types of devi es from routers and swit hes to printers and peripherals. While su h diverse support is
not needed for monitoring rea hability, at least devi es in-the-network and end hosts should
5

be supported. End hosts provide a good end-to-end view of rea hability plus possibly additional statisti s about stream quality. Support in the network provides additional sour es of
information for fault isolation when problems are dete ted.
 Multi ast Independen e: In a multi ast rea hability monitoring system, su essful om-

muni ation between a monitoring oordination site and parti ipation sites, even in the presen e of faults, is important. Rea hability monitoring systems should not depend solely on
the availability of multi ast for ommuni ating ontrol information. If multi ast were used
as the only me hanism to provide ontrol information ex hanges, monitoring and reporting
me hanism may break and the e e tiveness of monitoring jeopardized. Making the point
about non-relian e on multi ast is important be ause it is a parti ularly e e tive me hanism
for a hieving s alability. Several existing systems provide ex ellent fun tionality but only
when multi ast is working properly[2℄.

3

The Multi ast Rea hability Monitor (MRM) Proto ol

In this se tion, we des ribe our design for a new proto ol to send and re eive test multi ast data
streams and to olle t information about the quality of the stream. Our proposed proto ol, alled
the Multi ast Rea hability Monitor proto ol, is designed largely based on the requirements des ribed in Se tion 2 and onsideration for existing systems. MRM is designed to support basi
rea hability monitoring plus provide \hooks" to other management systems and tools.
The fun tionality provided by MRM is the ability to have a entralized management station
on gure test multi ast sessions. These sessions in lude who the sour e(s) should be, what the
transmission rate should be, who the re eiver(s) should be, and riteria for reporting results or
asyn hronous alarms. A network manager an reate test s enarios that monitor traÆ
for an almost unlimited set of s enarios. Generated traÆ

onditions

an be used to test basi rea hability or

test end-to-end apa ity. Tests an be ondu ted in advan e of an event to on rm fun tionality or
during an event to monitor quality. Tests an be ondu ted frequently using a onstantly hanging
subset of network devi es. The goal in this ase would be to statisti ally test rea hability for very
large networks. More detailed examples are des ribed in Se tion 4.
Given that MRM has been designed in a ordan e with the requirements in Se tion 2, there
is a parallel set of spe i

design riteria. As su h, the MRM design goals spe i ally in lude the

following:
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 MRM should provide lose to real-time dete tion of rea hability problems. This in ludes

some amount of fault avoidan e as well as fault isolation on e a problem is dete ted.

 MRM should have the ability to provide good network overage. This suggests MRM fun -

tionality should be available in both routers and end hosts.

 MRM should support s alability. This in ludes both the ability to adequately monitor a large

network, and the ability to handle the feedba k generated by widespread error onditions.

 MRM needs good extensibility in terms of the proto ol's ability to olle t varied and omplete

sets of diagnosti data. The needs that exist and are designed for today should not limit the
proto ol's future use.

 MRM should have the ability to intera t with other diagnosti tools. This in ludes the

ability to olle t information using these tools and then in orporate it into the presentation
of network status. Be ause MRM does not provide presentation fun tionality, hooks need to
be provided for other visualization tools[4, 5℄.

 MRM must be exible enough to support use in both an intra- and inter-domain environment.
 A suÆ ient level of se urity that prote ts MRM- apable devi es from being ontrolled by non-

authorized personnel. Also, MRM- apable devi es should be prote ted from being overloaded
by monitoring tests by authorized users.

The remainder of this se tion is dedi ated to des ribing the MRM proto ol in detail. The rst
of two remaining se tions is a des ription of MRM proto ol features in luding system omponents,
s alability me hanisms, and fun tional interoperability. The se ond se tion ontains a des ription
of MRM's ommuni ation primitives. Communi ation between MRM omponents is des ribed by
listing the MRM message types.
3.1

3.1.1

MRM Proto ol Des ription

MRM Components

An MRM system onsists of two types of omponents. First, an
tests, olle ts data, and presents information. Se ond,

MRM manager

MRM agents

that on gures

that sour e or re eiver test

traÆ . There is one agent per devi e and the devi e an either be a router or an end host. Ea h
agent an run two type of pro esses, either a Test Sender (TS) or a Test Re

eiver (TR).

A TS a ts

as a traÆ sour e and a TR re eives, pro esses, and reports on the traÆ it re eives. A single devi e
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running an MRM agent an a t as a TS or TR for potentially many test sessions simultaneously.
Figure 1 shows a hierar hy of the MRM terminology.
MRM
Components

MRM
Agent

MRM
Manager

Test
Receiver
(TR)

Test
Sourcs
(TS)

End
Host

Router

End
Host

Router

Test
Traffic

Real Mcast
Group Traffic

Test
Traffic

Test
Traffic

Figure 1: A hierar hy of MRM terminology.
An MRM test has four basi steps. First, the MRM manager sets up the test s enario. Se ond,
the TSs send traÆ to the TRs. Third, the TRs generate reports and send them to the MRM
manager. And fourth, the MRM manager pro esses the reports. These four steps are shown in
Figure 2 and des ribed in more detail below.
1. An MRM manager instantiates a test s enario based on parameters from a network engineer.
The MRM manager initiates on guration requests to the MRM agents and assigns the roles
of TSs and TRs. The MRM manager informs the TSs of the quantity and duration of
traÆ to generate and informs the TRs of the types of reports to generate. A ess rights to
MRM agents an be ontrolled using a ess lists, and MRM agents an use the IP Se urity
Authenti ation Header[6℄ with HMAC-MD5 transformation as the standard authenti ation
algorithm[7℄.
2. TS(s) generate test traÆ . In the ase where an MRM s enario is monitoring real group traÆ
there may be no TSs. TRs will monitor whatever traÆ they are on gured to re eive. The
one dependen y between TSs and TRs is that the TRs must understand the transport and
appli ation layer pa ket headers used by TSs or the real traÆ sour e. In the initial proto ol
design, the RTPv2 pa ket header[8℄ is used. This in ludes both traÆ generation as well as
8

Step 3: TR(s) Monitor
Group Transmission

TR
Step 2: TS
Transmits

TS
TR

TR

MRM
Manager
Step 1: Mgr Configures
TS(s) and TR(s)

Router

Step4: Mgr Collects and
Displays TR Reports
Manager
Agent
Communication

End-host

Figure 2: The ar hite ture of an MRM system in luding message ow
TR status report messages. This allows re-use of existing RTP-based re eption me hanisms
and provides interoperability with existing RTP-based tools.
There are a number of additional data types whi h would prove useful in luding burst error
patterns, long term loss statisti s, one-way delay measurements, group fan-out, et . Development of extended RTP headers is underway[9℄. In some ases, MRM might even want to
olle t and report data by setting SNMP MIB variables. The hallenge is to minimize the
impa t of requiring the router to olle t additional data while maximizing the value of the
data itself. Utilizing di erent apabilities in routers and end hosts, spe i fun tions an be
tailored to spe i types of devi es. For example, end hosts an olle t and store information
about the arrival of ea h pa ket. Our assumption is that mu h more re ned olle tion and
pro essing an be done in an end host than an be done on a router.
Finally, MRM agents need to have the ability to a ept or deny in oming test requests based
on their urrent workload. This me hanism prevents network devi es from be oming overloaded by monitoring operations. This is parti ularly important in the inter-domain environment.
3. TRs generate fault reports and/or status reports. Fault reports are similar to SNMP alarms
and are generated when a ondition being monitored by the TR violates some threshold. For
example, if loss ex eeds a ertain per entage, then the TR would send a report to the MRM
manager. TRs may also send status reports but these are generated in response to expli it
MRM manager requests. In this way, the MRM manager an periodi ally test the liveness of
TRs. In the next se tion we des ribe me hanisms to a hieve s alability in ways that SNMP
annot.
9

4. The MRM manager re eives and pro esses data from MRM agents. This fun tion is not part
of the proto ol des ription but it is of riti al importan e nonetheless. We expe t systems
to be developed to take MRM reports and display the results. Or, we expe t systems to be
developed whi h format the MRM reports so that they an be passed to existing visualization
tools[4, 5℄.
3.1.2

MRM S alability

MRM su ers from potential s alability problems. The primary problem is that MRM has an asynhronous response me hanism. Network engineers have the ability to on gure test s enarios that
an potentially generate overwhelming amounts of feedba k traÆ . As with some reliable multi ast
proto ols, the sour e (in this ase the MRM manager) is responsible for olle ting a knowledgments
(reports) from many re eivers (TRs). The potential for report implosion is signi ant, espe ially in
the ase where TRs are on gured to generate reports in response to threshold violations. However,
report implosion an also o ur when a test is on gured and very detailed statisti s are requested
from large numbers of re eivers.
Another appli ation in the multi ast world that must deal with report implosion is RTCP.
RTCP has its own s alability me hanisms (feedba k ba k-o ), but this te hnique is not wholly
appli able to MRM. The reason is that with RTCP, the more re eivers that join a group, the more
infrequent the feedba k. For MRM, this may not be an option. A manager may simply want a
large amount of feedba k, even if it in reases the possibility of overload.
MRM's solution to the s alability problem is to utilize te hniques from RTCP and from some
reliable multi ast proto ols. The basi lesson that reliable multi ast proto ol developers have
learned is that re eivers an a hieve reliability without having to send a knowledgments to the
sour e for every single pa ket[10℄. For MRM, whi h s alability te hniques are used will depend on
what the test s enario is and what the needs of the network manager are. Some of the te hniques
available in lude the following:
1.

Delayed feedba k:

The MRM manager assigns a pre-determined report-delay (as part of the
on guration design task) to ea h TR. Ea h TR upon dete ting a fault, will randomly delay
the sending of its report based on the pre-set delay period. This would allow an MRM system
10

to monitor networks with up to thousands of systems without unreasonable ompromises in
dete tion response times.
2.

Report suppression:

3.

Report aggregation:

4.

Non-realtime feedba k:

5.

Bea on messages:

3.1.3

Ea h TR may be instru ted to report the dete ted faults to a multi ast
group address using feedba k te hniques similar to RTCP. Other TRs who hear information
similar to their own may suppress the delivery of their reports. However, one problem with
suppression is that it will prevent the MRM manager from learning a omplete list of re eivers
a e ted by a spe i fault. Report aggregation is an alternative, but it requires additional
fun tionality in internal MRM agents.
Report aggregation is a te hnique used su essfully by reliable multi ast proto ols. The aggregation fun tionality an be provided by internal network devi es
or by spe ially ele ted end hosts. Report aggregation is a potentially powerful tool for summarizing relevant information at bran h points in a multi ast tree.
This is an alternative to event triggered reports. Non-realtime
feedba k implies that an MRM agent stores reports for an extended period of time. If a
signi ant event negatively a e ts many members in a large group, some reports an be sent
immediately but most ould be stored on the MRM agent host ma hine. When the MRM
manager is ready to olle t the data it will send out poll messages{possibly even using an
ftp-style proto ol if the log is large.

MRM has a proto ol servi e that allows an MRM omponents to ommuni ate via multi ast. The utility of this me hanism is somewhat limited be ause MRM
annot rely on multi ast as a reliable means of ommuni ation. Bea on messages are des ribed
further in Se tion 3.2.
MRM Interoperability

MRM was designed, not to repla e existing management tools and systems, but to work in onjun tion with them. From one point-of-view, an MRM manager is responsible for generating and
olle ting MRM reports. From another, MRM may also be used by any other tool to help the
network manager understand multi ast traÆ behavior. Some examples of interoperability in lude
the following:
 An MRM manager may want to olle t data from other management tools, e.g. mtra e. The

MRM manager would send messages to MRM agents asking them to run tests using other
tools on behalf of the manager.

 MRM may be onsidered a tool and in orporated into a larger management frameworks. In

parti ular, work is underway to in orporate MRM into a tool alled mmon[11℄ whi h is part of
OpenView. MRM ould also be in luded in the Globally Distributed Troubleshooting (GDT)
proto ol[12℄.

 MRM ould have an SNMP MIB and populate it based on test results from a s enario

on gured by the MRM manager. This provides yet another me hanism for making MRM
data available to network management personnel.
11

 A management appli ation ould provide a layer of abstra tion for the MRM proto ol. Instead

of requiring network engineers to on gure s enarios, the management appli ation would
generate generi s enarios. These s enarios would be ustomizable and ould be stored and
run using the management appli ation.

 As mentioned before, MRM ould be used as an input sour e to end-user tools that perform

visualization and debugging assistan e[4, 5℄.

3.2

MRM Messages

MRM fun tionality is based on the ability of an MRM manager to on gure and intera t with TSs
and TRs. This se tion des ribes the types of messages that ow during a typi al MRM s enario.
Test Sender Requests (TSRs).

TSRs ause an MRM agent to begin sour ing pa kets a -

ording to the parameters in the TSR pa ket. TSR messages are sent using uni ast UDP with
a knowledgments. Additional soft-state updates may be arried in bea on messages (see below).
A TSR pa ket ontains the following information:
 Duration of the test s enario
 Inter-pa ket interval
 Length of ea h test pa ket
 Format of test pa kets, e.g. RTP/UDP, UDP, or some other format
 Multi ast address for the test group

Based on this information, a TS will start sending periodi test pa kets. The length and interpa ket interval an be used in ombination to generate streams of varying bandwidth.
Test Re eiver Requests (TRRs).

A TRR message is delivered using the same method as

TSRs (a knowledged UDP). A TRR an either be a request to be ome a TRR or it an be a
request to an existing TRR to return a status report. In either ase, a TRR pa ket in ludes the
following information:
 The address of the group to be monitored
 A list of sour e addresses to re ord re eption quality information for

12

 A des ription of the threshold used to trigger fault reports/alarms
 The maximum delay to wait before generating fault reports. Typi ally the arrival of the rst

test pa ket will start the olle tion pro ess. However, if no pa ket arrives the TR needs a
atalyst to re ognize that the test has started and no pa kets have arrived.

 An interval over whi h to hose a random delay between when a fault is observed and when

a fault report is sent (ba ko to prevent implosion)

 The type of report to be returned, e.g. RTCP or some other format[9℄

Test Re eiver Status Reports (TRSRs).

These reports are sent by the TRs to the MRM

manager, either in response to a status request or be ause of a threshold trigger. The initial design
is for status reports to use the RTP \re eiver report (RR)" pa ket format. MRM is designed to be
extensible and to support more detailed reports. Several extended report headers are urrently in
development but their format is not part of the MRM proto ol[9℄.
MRM Bea on Messages.

One me hanism that MRM has that provides partial s alability is

bea on messages. Bea on messages are sent periodi ally (re ommended on e every minute) by
the MRM manager to either a generi multi ast group or a group spe i

to a parti ular test

s enario. The de ision on whi h to use and why is explained below. All TSs and TRs join this
multi ast group and listen for bea on messages. This bea on message ontains a sequen e number,
the authenti ation data, the elapsed time sin e the last bea on message, and any a tive TSRs and
TRRs for a parti ular s enario. The sequen e number and elapsed time arried in a bea on message
an be used to verify MRM Manager liveness and to al ulate re eption quality from the MRM
manager. This bea on me hanism has three purposes:
1.

Allows TSs and TRs to learn the liveness of the MRM manager

2.

Allows the MRM manager to (unreliably) make large-s ale hanges to a s enario:

3.

Provides a soft-state re-assert me hanism in small-s ale testing environments:

For example, an MRM manager an hange the transmission rate for all sour es, end a larges ale test prematurely, et . This fun tion is unreliable be ause MRM does not depend on the
availability of multi ast. Therefore, even if bea on messages are made reliable (whi h they
are not), there is no way to guarantee that every target re eiver an a tually get the message.
A re-assert me hanism is useful in the ase when network devi es rash and then re-start.
However, the re-assert me hanism is limited to a small-s ale testing environment be ause a
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pre- on gured multi ast address must be used for the bea on group. In a large-s ale test
there will likely be too mu h TS and TR state to send out in a bea on. We provide the
option of using a di erent bea on address per s enario but then a network devi e will not be
able to re over this address upon re-start.
An original proto ol design omponent was to allow TSRs, TRRs, fault reports, or status
reports to be sent via multi ast. This reated a dependen y on multi ast whi h ould a e t MRM
operation. The solution is to make the use of bea on messages by the MRM manager optional.
However, MRM agents are required to respond to any multi ast messages re eived. So while bea on
messages provide robustness they do not provide any riti al fun tionality.
4

MRM Usage S enarios

The basi

on ept of MRM is to allow a network manager to monitor multi ast rea hability and

stream quality at one or more re eivers. The traÆ

an either be real traÆ or an be arti ially

generated tra e pa kets. By allowing a network manager to arbitrarily pla e sour es and re eivers
throughout the network, important exibility in monitoring fun tions an be supported. A network
manager an he k the quality of the network links between any potential sour e and any potential
set of re eivers. This he k an be performed for existing groups during a real session or an be
performed in advan e of an event using test traÆ . The following four s enarios demonstrate more
fully the various ways in whi h MRM an be used.
Pre-Event Testing.

One of the best examples of how MRM an be used is as a deployment ver-

i ation test tool for on-lo ation broad asts. Examples in lude meetings or onferen es, espe ially
those that periodi ally take pla e in venues around the world. Pre eding the meeting, network
support sta install a terminal room and establish network onne tivity. In some ases, setup
a tivities o ur only days before the event. Verifying that multi ast routing is working both into
and out of meeting rooms is a hallenge. Ensuring that multi ast an be re eived and is of a eptable quality beyond the venue lo ation is diÆ ult. MRM ould be used to (1) establish sour es in
the lo al network, and (2) establish randomly lo ated re eivers around the world. Today this is
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typi ally done by having one of the network support sta set up a test session and soli it feedba k
from users. MRM would ease the pro ess of testing deployment espe ially if there were a publi ly
a essible/usable set of MRM agents.
Classi

Fault Isolation.

A se ond s enario well suited for MRM is lassi fault isolation. Like

uni ast routing, multi ast routing problems an be very diÆ ult to debug. But unlike uni ast
routing, the additional omplexities of providing one-to-many delivery an introdu e problems that
are diÆ ult to nd. To date, a signi ant number of strategies, tools, and te hniques have been
developed, built, and proposed[13, 14℄. However, these attempts generally require a signi ant level
of multi ast routing expertise and experien e{ hara teristi s not always found among NOC personnel. As a result, MRM is designed to o er a layer of abstra tion between multi ast rea hability
monitoring and the intri a ies of multi ast routing. Pre- on gured tests an be used to generi ally
test network rea hability, and any problems an be further isolated using additional tools.
Session Monitoring.

The two previous s enarios follow logi ally, from verifying multi ast on-

ne tivity to isolating any potential faults. The next s enario is monitoring of existing, a tive
sessions. Su h groups will have a well-known multi ast address, and might be ex hanging group
membership information via RTCP reports or some other out-of-band me hanism. While RTCP is
a ommon solution in widespread use today, appli ations are in reasingly not implementing groupwide reporting me hanisms. In this ase, other steps need to be taken to monitor quality. Even
if RTCP is used, the urrent standard does not allow exibility in the amount of ontrol traÆ
allowed[8℄. Furthermore, RTCP, espe ially the version built into appli ation tools, may not support
all of the monitoring fun tionality desired. Spe i

monitoring tools, whi h only support debug-

ging fun tions and not appli ation layer fun tions like image de oding, may be the only option for
rea hability monitoring. Instead of using yet another te hnique/solution/tool, MRM provides a
onsistent management model. MRM also provides a great deal of exibility and extensibility; all
of whi h an be ontrolled from the NOC.
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Fault Logging.

In the ase when session monitoring identi es the existen e of a fault, a range

of logging fun tions may be required. At one extreme, the MRM manager may simply need to be
alerted when faults o ur so that appropriate investigative measures an be taken. At the other
extreme, servi e ontra ts may depend on the provision of servi e with ertain guarantees. Any
outage might need to be losely tra ked. These two extremes again demonstrate the need for MRM
to be exible. In parti ular, when faults need to be losely monitored and logged, a wide-s ale
outage may itself ause a heavy load on the network. While s alability is an important goal, the
tradeo is that less information about the problem is re eived. MRM supports s alability, but
the issue of when to make monitoring fun tions s alable and when to olle t full statisti s is an
important attribute.
5

Related Work

In this se tion, we look at four alternative me hanisms to perform rea hability monitoring task:
sdr-monitor, SNMP, the NIMI Proje t, and GDT. In reality, SNMP and GDT a tually provide
omplementary fun tionality. However, we treat all four as alternatives as mu h as possible in
order to identify their strengths and weaknesses when ompared to MRM. For ea h alternative, we
explain how it ould be used to perform rea hability monitoring.
Sdr-monitor.

Sdr-monitor is a user-level tool for monitoring multi ast rea hability on a global

s ale[15℄. It uses sdr session announ ements as a heartbeat me hanism for measuring rea hability.
Sdr-monitor has a number of parti ipants who periodi ally report their a hed session announ ements to the sdr-monitor data olle tion site. An sdr-monitor manager then uses these reports
to build a web page displaying whi h sessions are visible to whi h parti ipants. A session that is
not visible to a parti ular sdr-monitor parti ipant is assumed to be an indi ation of a rea hability
problem.
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Even though sdr-monitor provides useful information about multi ast rea hability in the global
infrastru ture, it has a number of problems inherent to its underlying data olle tion me hanism.
Using the sdr-monitor tool, we annot monitor multi ast rea hability between two spe i ally targeted sites. The monitoring that takes pla es is ompletely dependent on the urrently parti ipating
and session announ ing sites. Parti ipants an join and leave the monitoring e ort as they wish.
In addition, sites start and stop sour ing session announ ements as they wish. In summary, sdrmonitor provides rea hability information based on the existing session announ ement me hanism.
Even though this monitoring is useful in a general sense, it does not provide a me hanism to perform
monitoring in a exible way. In addition, sdr-monitor provides only binary information (rea hable,
or not rea hable) and annot provide any information about the quality of data re eption, e.g. loss,
jitter or delay information.
SNMP.

SNMP is a standard proto ol ommonly used for network management by NOC per-

sonnel. It provides a simple me hanism for network managers to olle t statisti s from and a e t
state in managed network devi es. The type of management data gathered in network devi es are
de ned by MIBs. Rea hability monitoring task an be performed using SNMP. The TS and TR
fun tionality an be implemented as MIBs and network devi es an be on gured to parti ipate
in a monitoring test s enario using SNMP ommands. Even though this looks like a pra ti al
solution to our monitoring task, there are problems that make SNMP unsuitable. SNMP uses a
password me hanism in order to prevent unauthorized a esses to SNMP data in managed network
devi es. Theoreti ally, managed devi es an be on gured to allow others to a ess SNMP data in
the devi es (using ommunity strings). However, traditionally most network managers do not allow
non-NOC personnel to a ess SNMP information in their devi es. They on gure network devi es
to only a ept SNMP requests from their own NOC personnel. This makes SNMP an intra-domain
management system only. Although this me hanism provides a perfe t solution for rea hability
monitoring within an autonomous system, it does not support wide-s ale rea hability monitoring
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tasks. We believe support for inter-domain rea hability monitoring is an important task{even for
NOC personnel.
The NIMI Proje t.

Another alternative platform that an be used to provide multi ast rea h-

ability monitoring is the National Internet Measurement Infrastru ture (NIMI) proje t[16, 17℄.
NIMI has been developed based on the need for a global Internet measurement infrastru ture.
NIMI provides an infrastru ture in whi h a olle tion of measurement probes ooperate to measure
the properties of Internet paths and louds. NIMI is an a tive measurement system and is expe ted to generate its own test traÆ . NIMI uses multiple NIMI daemons at end-points as the set
of measurement tools. From a rea hability monitoring perspe tive, TS and TR fun tionality an
be implemented as NIMI modules that an be pla ed and operated within NIMI-enabled end hosts.
Even though this te hnique provides a very viable solution for end hosts, NIMI is not supported in
routers. Even though NIMI provides a me hanism to perform end host monitoring, we still would
need MRM for router-based test s enarios. Furthermore, NIMI is designed almost entirely for use
by resear hers. This is little fun tionality that would be useful for management of ommer ial
network servi es.
GDT.

GDT provides a me hanism to dete t and report network problems a ross administrative

domains. In GDT, ea h domain has a number of expert modules whi h has one or more areas of
expertise. Expert modules in peer domains an onta t ea h other and ex hange problem reports
with the goal of alerting remote domains of problems that may or may not be lo ated in the remote
network. GDT is designed as an appli ation-layer inter-domain debugging oordination tool.
Any entity within a network may report a problem to an expert module. Expert modules then
apply known domain-spe i

tests to on rm or deny the existen e of the problem. GDT does

not spe ify how to test or repair problems. It depends on lo ally available management systems
for these operations. After on rming a problem, an expert module generates new hypotheses
about potential auses of the problem and sends problem reports to other expert modules. If the
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problem is believed to exist in another domain, the hypotheses will be sent to an expert module
in that domain. In this way, experts in peer administrative domains work together to lo ate
a tual problem points. From a rea hability monitoring perspe tive, GDT an be onsidered as a
higher level management ar hite ture whi h expe ts to use other me hanisms (like MRM) to dete t
rea hability problems.
Using the set of requirements des ribed in Se tion 2 we now present Table 1{a summary of how
well the various management systems support MRM-style multi ast rea hability monitoring.
6

Con lusions

In this paper we have attempted to address the problem of a la k of management tools for multi ast,
spe i ally for the fun tion of rea hability monitoring. This de ien y exists be ause the tools in
use today do not meet the needs of traditional network management. The result is that there is a
signi ant need for easy-to-understand and easy-to-use multi ast management tools. We proposed a
proto ol that enables network managers to monitor the rea hability and quality of multi ast traÆ .
The key to our proto ol is its ability to on gure test sour es and re eivers and reate a wide range of
multi ast group on gurations. This exibility allows a manager to run a variety of tests and olle t
statisti s about multi ast data transmission. Based on this information, a network manager an
use other multi ast management tools to dete t and orre t multi ast related problems. From this
perspe tive, our proto ol an be used as a building blo k for an integrated multi ast management
system. In this paper we explained omponents of our proto ol and des ribed various s enarios
for its use. In addition, we dis ussed other management systems that o er minimal rea hability
monitoring fun tionality.
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sdr-monitor
NIMI
SNMP
GDT
MRM

sdr-monitor
NIMI
SNMP
GDT
MRM

sdr-monitor
NIMI
SNMP
GDT
MRM

sdr-monitor
NIMI
SNMP
GDT
MRM

sdr-monitor
NIMI
SNMP
GDT
MRM

Intra- and Inter-Domain Support

supports intra- and inter-domain monitoring
supports intra- and inter-domain monitoring
typi ally supports only intra-domain monitoring
supports primarily inter-domain ommuni ation
supports intra- and inter-domain monitoring
S alability

does not s ale, heavy workload with many parti ipants
an employ me hanisms to prevent report implosion
limited s alability{alarm report ltering
minor bottlene k for handling problems report to modules
an employ multiple me hanisms to avoid bottlene ks
Se urity

no se urity provisions
uses authenti ation and passwords to prevent abuses
stri t se urity model limits a ess, espe ially in inter-domain ase
hooks to provide se urity
authenti ation to ontrol a ess and workload
Extensibility

limited, depends on session announ ement me hanism
possible to add new modules
only through de nition of new MIBs
possible to add new expert modules
possible to support new olle tion types, espe ially in end hosts
Devi e Flexibility

end host support only
end host support only
most network devi es
end host support only
end host and router support

Table 1: Summary of how well existing systems meet rea hability monitoring requirements.
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